
sublinear time algorithms
for coloring graphs



Graph Coloring

of a proper (coloring of G

assigns color ( from "palette" E1...3
to each veU st. ECUrtE CuFC

· in general, NP-complete

· important case solvable in linear time "Otl-coloring"
max degree &

c= 0+1

always exists since

Greedy algorithm: have 10 ubrs

runtime: s
↓ ↓palette size is

for each UEV x+ 1

0(m)
assign In different from

all or for v +N(u)

Can we do better?



Greedy list coloring" ↓Initial palette

For all v, let 2(0) =31,.,0+13

For each Fer Carbitrary order)
if [(x) =0 output FAIL

else Cv>any
color in 2(r)

remove C from all abrsu of o

runtimes

In) time to find color in 20 GO(N)
+I time to remove or from L(u))
naNr

=

O(m)



earTime Algoritheone

not in n

Query model:
degree queries:

what is deg(ul?
pair queries" is (n) GEE

nlo queries: What is lithabo of us

Im Can find (Δ+ll-coloring in

J (nwn) time

toments a no bound required on 0 for runtime

·non-adaptive
·r(nwn) time required



2(v) is
Palette Sparsification v's sparser palette

↓

V nodesv

sample (Olloga) colors 2(r) from 31,..., 0713

Surprisingly
sparsifying the palette this way (probably) doesn't kill colorability'.

MiCam whp, G can be colored st. Uv, Cu+2(v)

Brows
simple argumentexiststhat N

a color left
to use for v
in greedy no

longer holds!



O E00
can ignore "x"ed

edges since

won'tcurse each

other to lose
colors from
their palette



Why palette sparsification?

dea (since guaranteed that coloring respecting smaller

palettes remains

can throw out all (ur) st. L(a)AL(v) +O
- -

sparsity edges theywill notethein Gl
same colors.

how much sparser?

whp OLnlogin) edges remain

why? VUEU, let 1....2K be colors chosen bya

VvcN(u) + it (1..k]

set Xvi <3% ifor
chooses color i

Let X***No, Supper and on deg(a)
i=1 veW(u) in sparsified graph
w Since a might share#edges due to

2 colors with U
color (i



out of OtE [Xrn)=Pr[Xunil]=y
< wchose k

colors too.
whatis probability
it landed on it

Then ECX)= CCoNECxrie linearity
of
expectation

EK.8. E I 1

using K = Ellogn) shows FU,

expected degree of a in remaining
graph is 0(logn).

can show whp with more work



palette sparsification -> subline time!

Calso, good sublinear space "streaming" algorithms
a massively parallel computation algorithms)

J(nY) - time Palette Coloring Algorithm
#me

1.Construct palette F uEV O(nlogn)
2. Construct Gsparse: Olnlogn)

Xc,
find Xp=Gr1ce2(v13

query all pairs of nodes in

↑ie
to find Espre

-(# colors (LxE) (**) =(WHlU(login
w

EC () = ECEavr=(.05

=J(E) (can be shown whp]



3. perform greedy list coloring problem on Esparse

Greedy list coloring" timeOLIEspaseD= (n)
For each Fer Carbitrary order)

if [(x) =0 output FAIL

else Cv>any
color in 2(r)

remove or from all abrsu of

Win G
sparse

Co can find OH-coloring in 8(n"(2) time

why?

if OEU

run greedy in O (a0) = O(umn) time
if 0>

run palette sparsification in

O(k) =(z) =8(n))
time

t



Why does main the hold?

e.g. why is there still a C+

coloring after sparsification?

will show a weaker the (allow 20 colors(

V nodesv

sample Olloga) colors 2(v) from 31,..., 215

weaim why, I can be colored st. Uv, Cu+2(v)

Pf
run Palete-coloring all above with palettesize so

fail if a node ever runs out of colors

Gaimsuch when attempt to color node v:

weaker thanI say color (-91..203 "good" if not
saying no used to color

any nor of t when

previous br
v isconsidered

had cin if &C) contains any "good" colors, then can

its list color or successfully



Since Klo) chosen independently of

other lists, can think of

choosing it "now". Since v has 18

ubrs,

Pr22(r) contains no good color)
Pr/cbad] <.0badcoloroncolors

-(() = to

Choosing S: Ollogi
= Cloyn

-> union bad for all rev

-> whp algorithm
never FAILS

=>whp G has ledto

why is a true? coloring ⑭

PrCalIbaDE)=1OA-k+M
(9) *20-k+1) -


